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ESSAYS

HOW CRIMINAL LAW CAN HELP SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT

BY

RENA STEINZOR*

The nation is experiencing a white collar crime boomlet, if not a wave, of offenses that harm public health, jeopardize worker and consumer safety, and threaten the environment. Some big cases have settled and others are being tried. Still others are under investigation, including the notorious Volkswagen (VW) “defeat device” case that continues to make news almost every day. Stung by criticism that too-big-to-fail banks escaped criminal prosecution for the 2008 market crash that continues to cause misery in the country, the Department of Justice has pledged to indict individual corporate executives whenever possible. It has yet to deliver on that promise, but unless Republicans retake the White House and carry through on pledges to further dismantle the regulatory state, every account of high-profile corporate malfeasance will speculate about criminal implications.

These developments do not represent an idiosyncratic emergence of a handful of rogue corporations and executives even as their competitors studiously avoid running afoul of the law. Instead, a relentless campaign against big government has produced weak to nonexistent enforcement as well as widespread corporate disdain for regulatory requirements. Without any question, criminal law is the last resort. It closes the barn door after the horses have run free, leaving the aftermath of an incident to be ameliorated at great cost, often over periods of several years. Environmental laws were enacted because of similar flaws in the tort system with the goal of preventing injury rather

* Rena Steinzor is a professor at the University of Maryland Carey School of Law and the author of the book Why Not Jail: Industrial Catastrophes, Corporate Malfeasance, and Government Inaction published by Cambridge University Press in 2014. She thanks Diana Griffin for research assistance and Susan McCarty for editorial assistance.
than merely compensating it. Good regulation enforced aggressively to prevent harm is always a better choice. But congressional conservatives and their industry allies have embarked on a highly successful strategy of starving and badgering the agencies—even the Environmental Protection Agency, the strongest and most rebellious among them—into quiescence. In the vacuum that remains, criminal prosecutions, especially of individual senior executives, have a better potential to deter violations than the broken regulatory system.

This Essay explores, contrasts, and compares the two most prominent criminal cases that have emerged in the last several years: the $4 billion criminal settlement with British Petroleum that resulted from the Deepwater Horizon blowout and oil spill and the VW cheat device scandal. The similarities between the two cases are chilling. They suggest that until and unless the regulatory state is not just revived but greatly strengthened, a result that does not seem foreseeable in the near-term, criminal prosecution is the best hope for people who believe that the government must redouble its efforts to preserve natural resources and protect the public health.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nation is experiencing a white collar crime boomlet, if not a wave, of offenses that harm public health, jeopardize worker and consumer safety, and threaten the environment. Prosecutors have indicted corporate and individual defendants. Some big cases have settled and others are being tried. Still others are under investigation, including the notorious Volkswagen (VW) “defeat device” case that made front-page news just a few days before this talk.1 If 2007 was the “year of the recall,”2 2014 and 2015 were the “years of the indictment,” with no end in sight.

---

In the environmental arena, prosecutors have targeted the Deepwater Horizon explosion and spill in the Gulf of Mexico (eleven men died and 4.09 million barrels of crude oil spilled into fragile Gulf ecosystems over an agonizing period of eighty-seven days); the chemical leak that contaminated the drinking water of Charleston, West Virginia (the chemical, 4-methylcyclohexanemethanol, had never been tested for toxicological effects, and though federal and state experts indicated that the water was safe to drink, many abstained because it carried a chemical smell); and the VW air emissions control cheat device scandal (the company installed software in eleven million diesel cars sold in the United States and Europe that disabled pollution controls during normal driving, causing emissions to exceed safe levels by as much as forty percent, depending on driving conditions and other factors).

In the consumer and worker safety arenas, criminal cases have targeted the New England Compounding Center’s shipment of thousands of supposedly sterile steroid injects that were in fact contaminated with fungal meningitis (sixty-four people died and 751 were severely sickened); the Upper Big Branch mine collapse (twenty-nine men killed in the worst mine disaster in forty years); the sale of salmonella-tainted peanut butter (nine

---


dead) and eggs (at least 1,900 and potentially as many as 56,000 sickened), and listeria-tainted cantaloupe (thirty-three dead); and fatal defects in millions of cars sold by Toyota and General Motors (the company paid claims to the families of 124 people, but that number is likely to at least double); as well as the as-yet unknown number of vehicles that may contain exploding Takata airbags (so far, more than an astounding thirty million cars have been recalled for that defect alone).

Altogether, these cases involve hundreds of deaths, thousands of injuries, and billions of dollars in damage to the environment, consumers, workers, and, not incidentally, the companies involved. The VW scandal, for example, has provoked the company to write off $7.5 billion in anticipation of what it will cost to solve the problem.

Is the emergence of criminal investigations and indictments an anomaly that happened to coalesce without a unifying cause and will vanish just as suddenly? My analysis suggests not. These developments are not an idiosyncratic emergence of rogue corporations and executives who have done their damage while their competitors studiously avoid running afoul of the law. Instinctively understanding the inattention to the law occurring at some of the biggest companies in the most hazardous industries, the
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Department of Justice (DOJ) now triggers criminal investigations almost immediately after a health, safety, or environmental fiasco hits the national news. Its eagerness to consider criminal sanctions, which became crystal clear as several of the largest car companies in the world admitted to life-threatening problem after problem, is unprecedented historically.

Reliable figures are not available to compare the incidence of white-collar criminal prosecutions in the health, safety, and environmental areas over the last several decades. Anecdotally, apart from a fifteen-year period beginning in the late 1980s and lasting into the early 2000s when environmental crimes were prosecuted, compliance counseling, civil remedies, and neglect prevailed at the agencies and within DOJ. Something fundamental has changed and my diagnosis of what has caused these seismic developments suggests we will see many more of these cases.

As I have written elsewhere, the primary cause of incidents that are increasingly identified as crimes is acute regulatory failure that produces weak to nonexistent enforcement as well as widespread corporate disdain for regulatory requirements. Four converging realities have produced this sad state of affairs. Budget cuts have hollowed out crucial agency functions. Constant and opportunistic congressional attacks on agency heads have demoralized rank and file civil servants to the point that many have developed a kind of muscle memory for abuse that chills aggressive implementation of the law. Outmoded statutory authority further undermines effective enforcement and, although the statutes badly need updating, Congress is unlikely to undertake that important, but contentious and exhausting, task any time soon. Agencies struggle with a rulemaking process so congealed that emerging problems remain unaddressed and solutions to existing problems remain frozen in time. (We used to call rulemaking “ossified,” but a stronger term like congealed is obviously

---

15 For example, there was a very short gap between the VW admission about defeat devices and the announcement of criminal probes. See Davenport & Ewing, supra note 1 (noting that the DOJ and EPA began jointly investigating VW shortly after discovery of the defeat devices).

16 U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Historical Development of Environmental Criminal Law, http://www.justice.gov/enrd/about-division/historical-development-environmental-criminal-law (last visited Feb. 13, 2016) (explaining that “[i]t took several years for agencies to implement the regulatory programs envisioned under the law,” so “there was little to enforce”).

17 Id. (noting that DOJ expanded its work starting in 1987).


19 Id. at 19–21.

20 Id. at 19, 37–38.

21 Id. at 19, 37–38.

22 Steinzor, (Still) “Unsafe at Any Speed”, supra note 18, at 445–46. In fairness, having lived through the reauthorization of Superfund in 1986 as a House counsel integrally involved in the bruising battles that went on for three years to produce a final law, I can attest that congressional reluctance to undertake such projects in these polarized times is understandable, albeit irresponsible. See Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499, 100 Stat. 1613 (1986).

23 For excellent analyses of how the rulemaking process has evolved from ossified to congealed, compare Thomas O. McGarity, Some Thoughts on “Deossifying” the Rulemaking
necessary). The direct result is a series of incidents that take lives and destroy natural resources.

Without any question, criminal law is the last resort. Admittedly, it closes the barn door after the horses have run free, never giving lives back and leaving the aftermath of an incident to be ameliorated at great cost, often over periods of several years. Environmental laws were enacted because of similar flaws in the tort system, which is far better at compensating injury than preventing it. Good regulation prosecuted aggressively is always a better choice. But congressional conservatives and their industry allies have embarked on a highly successful strategy of starving and badgering the agencies—even the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the most favored and rebellious among them—into quiescence. In the vacuum that remains, criminal prosecutions, especially of individual senior executives, have a better potential to deter violations than the broken regulatory system. A third goal of the criminal law—what the legal historian Lawrence Friedman describes as the setting of “moral boundaries” to show a society “where the line lies between good and bad”—is too often overlooked. Its application to renegade companies and their well-compensated executives has become extraordinarily important to the quality of life in the developed and developing worlds. In sum, until and unless the regulatory state is not just revived but greatly strengthened, a result that does not seem foreseeable in the near-term, criminal prosecution is the best hope for people who believe that the government must redouble its efforts to preserve natural resources and protect the public health.

This observation brings us to two of the biggest corporate scandals of all time: the Macondo well blowout that wrecked the Deepwater oil rig and VW cheat devices. Before delving into the regulatory failures that explain those catastrophes and how the criminal law applies to what happened, a brief history of criminal prosecutions for environmental violations will indicate just how powerful a tool the law can be when used by smart and creative prosecutors.

---


---
II. RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE OFFICERS

The last time environmental lawyers had a serious debate regarding criminal prosecution’s core federal statutes was during the first half of the 1990s, when the efforts of a specialized group of DOJ prosecutors known as the Environmental Crimes Section resulted in a sharp uptick in such cases. In a nod to the widespread popularity of environmental protection, the Section operated independently from the much larger Criminal Division, which meant that these attorneys had the opportunity to elevate the substantive mission of the office above DOJ’s broader institutional concerns. But when George H.W. Bush took over from Ronald Reagan, a controversy erupted regarding allegations that he had suppressed meritorious criminal cases. President Bush shared President Reagan’s sympathy for business concerns at the same time that he sought to establish a legacy as an environmental president by supporting historic amendments to the Clean Air Act. Congressional Democrats seized on the allegations that criminal cases were being fixed for the president’s business friends, and Congressman John Dingell (D-MI), the powerful chairman of the House Energy & Commerce Committee committed the full power of his oversight authority to investigating the alleged malfeasance.

The debate over the possibility that prosecutors could abuse their discretion by reading environmental statutes overly broadly was taken up in the academy by an unlikely protagonist. Richard Lazarus—a professor first at Washington University School of Law, next at Georgetown Law Center, and now at Harvard Law School—had served on the transition team that examined allegations regarding the conduct of the Environmental Crimes Section for President-Elect Bill Clinton. In 1995, he published a landmark law review article suggesting that because environmental law was relatively new and still being integrated with more traditional legal principles, criminal prosecutions were prone to abuse. Lazarus was then and is now generally perceived to be a liberal who believes in the goals of the statutes, so his

---


Lazarus took the position that the “responsible corporate officer” or “RCO” doctrine (also referred to as the “responsible relation doctrine”) enables prosecutors to presume that defendants should be on notice regarding the details of the acts prohibited by law, when all they really know is that certain activities are regulated without understanding the technical specifics of the rules that apply.\footnote{Lazarus, supra note 33, at 2468–71, 2520.} He argued that because environmental law is quite complex and is based on technical and scientific data that can be difficult to digest, executives far removed from the scene where illegal acts take place should not be subject to such an extreme assumption.\footnote{Id. at 2428–30, 2520.} The effort of understanding environmental law, Lazarus argued, calls for examination of a “multiplicity of obscure sources” that are not limited to law as it is commonly understood by lawyers.\footnote{Id. at 2478.} DOJ should wait, potentially for decades, until environmental law was integrated into more traditional and better developed bodies of law before using the heavy weaponry of the criminal law.\footnote{Id. at 2415–20.}

Lazarus was right that the RCO doctrine establishes culpability for corporate managers who do not directly participate in criminal activities or omissions if those activities are in their area of control and they should have known violations were possible.\footnote{See Todd S. Aagaard, \textit{A Fresh Look at the Responsible Relation Doctrine}, 96 \textit{J. Crim. L. & Criminology} 1245, 1246 (2006).} So, for example, in one of the two seminal Supreme Court cases that established the doctrine, \textit{United States v. Dotterweich},\footnote{320 U.S. 277 (1943).} the government prosecuted the president and general manager of Buffalo Pharmacal under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,\footnote{21 U.S.C. §§ 301–399f (2012).} following the shipment of adulterated pharmaceuticals in interstate commerce.\footnote{Dotterweich, 320 U.S. at 278.} Dotterweich was not accused of actually wrapping the packages himself.\footnote{See Aagaard, supra note 39, at 1248–50 (discussing the responsible relation doctrine and how it developed in \textit{Dotterweich} and other case law).} Rather, the government’s theory was that he had failed to prevent a very serious public welfare offense.\footnote{Dotterweich, 320 U.S. at 278.} The Supreme Court wrote:

\begin{quote}
The purposes of this legislation thus touch phases of the lives and health of people which, in the circumstances of modern industrialism, are largely beyond self-protection. Regard for these purposes should infuse construction of the legislation if it is to be treated as a working instrument of government and not merely as a collection of English words. . . . Such legislation dispenses with the
\end{quote}
conventional requirement for criminal conduct—awareness of some wrongdoing. In the interest of the larger good it puts the burden of acting at hazard upon a person otherwise innocent but standing in responsible relation to a public danger.\(^45\)

Thirty-two years later, the Court reiterated the RCO doctrine in *United States v. Park*,\(^46\) a case affirming the criminal culpability of the president of a large national food store chain who received a letter from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) informing him that one of the company’s warehouses was infested with rodents.\(^47\) Defendant Park delegated the task of eliminating the contamination to an underling who neglected to get it done.\(^48\) The Court explained the RCO doctrine:

Thus *Dotterweich* and the cases which have followed reveal that in providing sanctions which read and touch the individuals who execute the corporate mission—and this is by no means necessarily confined to a single corporate agent or employee—the Act imposes not only a positive duty to seek out and remedy violations when they occur but also, and primarily, a duty to implement measures that will insure that violations will not occur. The requirements of foresight and vigilance imposed on responsible corporate agents are beyond question demanding, and perhaps onerous, but they are no more stringent than the public has a right to expect of those who voluntarily assume positions of authority in business enterprises whose services and products affect the health and well-being of the public that supports them.\(^49\)

Because they are seminal cases and the Court was less inclined to write mini-treatises on its views when they were decided, *Dotterweich* and *Park* were ambiguous on one crucial point: whether the Court was trying to make it easier for prosecutors to prove that a corporate officer or manager harbored a “guilty mind” (mens rea) when an offense was committed or, alternatively, whether the justices were accepting the application of criminal liability to a class of people who had the authority and power to prevent dangerous mistakes that would harm the public. From Professor Lazarus’s perspective, however, both possibilities could easily lead to abuse of prosecutorial discretion through the indictment of innocent people who did not realize that they had done something wrong as defined by impenetrable regulations.\(^50\)

Lois Schiffer—then Assistant Attorney General for the Environment and Natural Resources Division within which the Environmental Crimes Section was located and a close colleague of Lazarus—reacted quickly and with strong disagreement to his predictions of abuse, arguing that “(1) the problems that he identifies are more theoretical than real; and (2) the

---

\(^{45}\) *Dotterweich*, 320 U.S. at 280–81.
\(^{46}\) 421 U.S. 658 (1975).
\(^{47}\) *Id.* at 677–78.
\(^{48}\) *Id.* at 663.
\(^{49}\) *Id.* at 672.
\(^{50}\) Lazarus, *supra* note 33, at 2487.
proposed changes—the consequences of which are largely unconsidered in the article—would seriously undermine legitimate law enforcement." At the end of the day, as I hope to show in a moment, Schiffer was proven right because DOJ's inherent conservatism drove it to reject the criminal prosecution alternative in all but the most egregious cases.

Unfortunately, the academic literature that followed Lazarus is a mish-mash of confusing interpretations. Several scholars pursued the argument that Dotterweich, Park, and their progeny affect the prosecutor's burden of proving mens rea at the time of the crime. They contended that the cases make it too easy to climb the corporate chain and indict senior officials who, in large corporations, cannot possibly be expected to understand the convoluted nuances of health, safety, and environmental offenses. They claimed that simply by occupying a position of responsibility within a large and complex company, executives who are little more than innocent bystanders could be held criminally culpable for activities that occur far outside the reasonable scope of their knowledge.

This alarmist approach is as theoretically flawed as it is factually baseless. The RCO doctrine is more correctly viewed as a statement about what category of individual defendant is appropriately targeted by the criminal law, assuming that the mens rea and actus rea elements of such offenses can be independently proven. As Professor Todd Aagaard has explained quite eloquently, the doctrine does not supplant proof of mens rea but instead imposes a responsibility on senior executives to prevent serious violations. This interpretation is confirmed by the explicit language of the Clean Air Act, which states in a definitional section: “For the purpose of this subsection, the term ‘person’ includes, in addition to the entities referred to in section 7602(e) of this title [containing definitions], any responsible corporate officer.”

The criticism that the RCO doctrine undermines fundamental fairness by allowing prosecutors to convict on the basis of executive status and not actual guilt also overlooks the fact that mens rea is judged by a reasonable person standard. Or, in other words, prosecutors need not secure a confession that a person knew what they were doing was wrong, but rather may show, by circumstantial evidence if necessary, that any reasonable person would realize that the result of the behavior, including reckless indifference to likely consequences, would produce a violent result. This

---

53 Harig, supra note 52, at 150–51.
54 Id.
55 Aagard, supra note 39, at 1253.
58 Id.
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critical distinction makes it possible for prosecutors to bring criminal charges based on willful blindness or recklessness, both long-standing varieties of mens rea and of extraordinary importance to the prosecution of senior corporate managers in appropriate circumstances.59

Fast forward twenty years, and we discover that the debate over the propriety of criminal prosecutions has been overtaken by events. DOJ brought appropriate prosecutions against deserving targets and rarely overreached. When it did, trial and appellate courts stood ready to overturn convictions, as they have done throughout the nation’s history, especially with respect to emerging challenges for the criminal law (e.g., securities manipulation, terrorism, and cybercrime).

Meanwhile, back at the source of the inspections that verify corporate compliance or furnish the foundation for civil and criminal enforcement, all was not well. The core agencies charged with responsibility to protect public health, worker and consumer safety, and the environment were buffeted by budget cuts, as well as two waves of very serious efforts to impose regulatory reforms that swamped them in waves of new analyses and critical White House oversight of their every controversial move.60 As the Tea Party and other conservative candidates were elected in large numbers to Congress, the first six years of the Obama Administration turned into a retreat on many fronts. EPA’s personnel levels are at their lowest level since 1989, which was before enactment of the most ambitious piece of environmental law ever—the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments.61 The agency plans a forty to fifty percent reduction in inspections and enforcement cases over the next five years as a result.62 Climate change legislation failed in Congress.63 EPA’s efforts to cut back on ozone, or smog, in the inner city were pulled and shelved in advance of the 2010 election.64 The agency’s

59 For a discussion of these issues, see Ira P. Robbins, The Ostrich Instruction: Deliberate Ignorance as a Criminal Mens Rea, 81 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 191 (1990).
efforts to clarify its jurisdiction over wetlands and other bodies of water that sometimes are dry were thrown into a maze of litigation.\textsuperscript{65} I could go on and on. In this fraught space, the kinds of industrial disasters that inspired the enactment of the major statutes in the first place reemerged, and the criminal law progressed from an alternative implemented only on occasion to a mainstay of the enforcement that is so crucial to achieving the deterrence of reckless conduct—and therefore the prevention of harm—that the laws were intended to deliver.

I offer two examples of such prosecutions to demonstrate not just the importance of the criminal law in restoring momentum on protecting the environment but also why the RCO doctrine is so important now and in the future.

III. BRITISH PETROLEUM AND THE OIL INDUSTRY

The Deepwater Horizon blowout reminds us that although the United States has exported a large portion of its manufacturing footprint to southeast Asia, we are still engaged in high-hazard enterprises that threaten workers, public health, and the environment every day.\textsuperscript{66} Perhaps the greatest danger posed by such activities is the simultaneous downward trajectory of the government’s oversight capacity and the oil and gas industry’s tolerance of escalating levels of risk.

\textbf{A. Dollar Wise and Risk Tolerant}

On the roster of companies responsible for the worst fiascos since the advent of industrialization, British Petroleum (BP) overachieves. The blowout of the Macondo well and the resulting collapse of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig killed eleven and deposited 4.1 million barrels of crude oil into the Gulf of Mexico over the course of eighty-seven days.\textsuperscript{67} The rig was owned by Transocean and leased by BP and they shared responsibility for

\footnotesize{

\textsuperscript{66} The best resources for learning about the history of BP’s operations in America and the Deepwater Horizon disaster are a documentary by the PBS program \textit{Frontline} entitled \textit{The Spill}, and a book by a ProPublica reporter who worked with \textit{Frontline} reporters on that film. \textit{See Frontline & ProPublica, The Spill} (PBS television broadcast Oct. 26, 2010), available at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/the-spill/; \textit{A\textsc{bra}hm Lustgarten, Run to Failure: BP and the Making of the Deepwater Horizon Disaster} (2012).

\textsuperscript{67} Lustgarten, supra note 66, at 331–32 (noting estimates of 200 million gallons of crude released, which rounds to approximately 4.8 million barrels).
}
the disaster. But to the extent that any single company dominated the bad decisions that led to the disaster, BP was clearly in the lead.

Remarkably, the Deepwater Horizon disaster was not the first fatal and environmentally destructive incident that cast BP as the villain and was featured in the national media. In 2005, another explosion at the company’s Texas City refinery killed fifteen and injured 180. That same month, BP’s $5 billion Gulf Coast production platform known as “Thunder Horse” tipped at a sharp angle toward the sea because a valve was installed backwards. In March 2006, a pipeline spill deposited over 200,000 gallons of oil on Alaska’s North Slope. Regulators reached civil and criminal settlements with the company, some for amounts in the tens of millions of dollars. None made a dent in BP upper management’s determination to dominate the global oil industry.

BP CEO Lord John Browne, a larger than life figure who still retains great influence in the business world, was determined to transform BP into the world’s largest oil company. Browne and his management team, nicknamed the “Ninja Turtles,” acquired companies like Amoco and Atlantic Richfield at huge expense and then cut operating costs dramatically to reduce the large debt on its books. In fact, the Texas City refinery was part of the Amoco purchase. BP’s top executives were fully aware that the plant had been “run to failure” and needed expensive upgrades, but instead decided to slash its maintenance and renovation costs to the bone.

Soon, warning signs appeared that better financials existed at the expense of safe and efficient operations. Hundreds of millions in deferred maintenance costs were mounting. Equipment that was well past its
expected life became hazardous.\footnote{For a description of how this strategy manifested itself in the mid-2000s, \textit{id.} at 99–120.} Because corporate culture was dollar wise but risk tolerant, pressure to curtail cost overruns compounded the lack of maintenance and training, leading directly to the final denouement.

### B. Blowout

The Deepwater Horizon movable oil rig was enormous, costing $350 million, weighing in at 33,000 tons, and looming twenty stories above the sea.\footnote{\textit{Nat'l Comm'n on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling}, \textit{Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Offshore Drilling} 1–2 (2011), \textit{available at} \text{http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-OILCOMMISSION/pdf/GPO-OILCOMMISSION.pdf}.} BP paid the princely sum of $1 million per day to lease the rig, generating tremendous pressure on midlevel managers to speed up work so that challenging tasks of drilling Macondo and temporarily closing the well were completed on time.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 2.} But, as so often happens, they were thwarted by nature. The Macondo well field posed exceptionally difficult geological challenges to the point that workers on the rig started referring to it as the “nightmare well” or “the well from hell.”\footnote{\textit{id.}.}

The schedule for completion of the project called for fifty-one days of drilling at a cost of $96.2 million, but this deadline had slipped by six weeks with a cost overrun of $58 million as of April 20, 2010, the day of the blowout.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 3–4.} That morning, the Transocean crew, in consultation with the onsite BP company men and a large group of BP engineers based in Houston, Texas, decided they were ready to finish the temporary abandonment of the well.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 7.} This operation withdraws the drilling equipment and seals the well hole with waterproof cement, but leaves the riser pipe that extends from the surface through the ocean floor to the bottom of the well in place.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 4.} The Deepwater Horizon would then be towed to its next job.\footnote{\textit{id.}} Eventually, BP would install a permanent production platform to extract the oil.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 94.}

The Macondo well was drilled to a total depth of 18,360 feet below sea level, an astounding engineering feat in and of itself.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 91–92.} At that depth, oil and gas are contained within the earth under tremendous pressure. To prevent the “kicks”—or explosive releases—that can occur once drilling reaches volatile hydrocarbon deposits, crews pour “drilling mud”—a viscous sludge twice the weight of water—down the pipe.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 91.} Drilling mud is constantly recirculated in a deepwater well.\footnote{\textit{id.} at 91.} When it reaches the rig, equipment filters...
out chunks of rock and other debris displaced by the drilling and the mud is then pumped back into the pipe.\textsuperscript{91} The influx and extraction of mud must be done very carefully because if the pipe is overloaded, it sways, running the risk that it will crack and require rebuilding.\textsuperscript{92} If a kick occurs and is large enough, it displaces the drilling mud and seawater inside the pipes, traveling at great speed to the surface.\textsuperscript{93} It erupts within the rig and can catch fire and explode.\textsuperscript{94} A massive eruption, known as a blowout, is exactly what happened on April 20, 2010.\textsuperscript{95}

After an extensive investigation, the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Spill (Oil Spill Commission) concluded that the crew aboard the rig, and the engineers that were supporting them in Houston, Texas, made several critical mistakes in the days leading up to the blowout.\textsuperscript{96} Readers with a more technical bent can refer to that report for a detailed description of how those mistakes accumulated, causing the destruction of the rig. Even more interesting, however, from the perspective of criminal culpability, is the management system that produced those mistakes, because it exemplifies both BP’s greed and recklessness as an institution and the strange way accountability is diffused on board oil rigs and platforms.

Of course, everyone involved in the decision making offshore and onshore had a comprehensive understanding of the dangers involved in drilling an oil well in very deep water, at least at an intellectual level. Temporarily capping a well is as challenging and requires as much care as drilling the well in the first place.\textsuperscript{97} One might suppose that this process would be controlled by well-trained teams organized in a hierarchical structure with one experienced and specially trained senior person responsible for commanding the entire operation. One might also think that a team of technical experts would travel to the rig during the critical two-week period when a well was being closed so that the crew that is normally onboard would have adequate supervision. These suppositions are wrong.

Instead, a kind of Montessori-style free-for-all prevailed, with employees from five separate companies contributing little pieces to the larger decision-making process without any single individual keeping track of how everything fit together.\textsuperscript{98} No single person had the responsibility and authority to ensure a safe and effective operation. Engineering decisions were sporadically referred to BP’s onshore engineering unit in Houston, often by electronic mail with numerous recipients asked to register any disagreement with a judgment.\textsuperscript{99} Because they were not required to go on

\textsuperscript{91} Id.
\textsuperscript{92} Id.
\textsuperscript{93} Id. at 109.
\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 115.
\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 125.
\textsuperscript{97} See id. at 103–04 (describing the temporary abandonment process).
\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 122–26.
\textsuperscript{99} See, Why Not Jail?, supra note 19, at 171 (citing Andrew Hopkins, DISASTROUS DECISIONS: THE HUMAN AND ORGANISATIONAL CAUSES OF THE GULF OF MEXICO BLOWOUT (2012)).
record in support or opposition, some engineers neglected to open the lengthy attachments that accompanied this disembodied method of communication and never responded to the messages.\(^{100}\) None of these people would knowingly risk their own lives, and employees working onshore—generally white collar professionals—also had ample incentives to prevent a blowout. But, this ad hoc process was acutely dysfunctional.

BP’s anxiety about costs compounded this very bad dynamic. The Oil Spill Commission produced a damning chart of nine “Decisions That Increased Risk At Macondo While Potentially Saving Time.”\(^{101}\) Most were attributed to BP personnel.\(^{102}\) If one studies the details of BP’s malfeasance over time—at Texas City, with regard to its multibillion-dollar investment in Thunder Horse, and on the North Slope—the conviction grows that top management was fostering the antithesis of a safety culture. Yet as tempting as it is to dismiss the entire disaster to BP’s aberrant behavior, as its major competitors have suggested, the Oil Spill Commission disagreed.

### C. BP as Rogue

BP’s high wire act came to an abrupt halt when the Macondo well blew out. The company sold $38 billion in assets to pay for spill cleanup.\(^{103}\) It signed a criminal settlement resolving multiple counts of federal criminal violations, paying a stratospheric $4 billion in fines.\(^{104}\) Two top executives lost their jobs in the wake of the spill: Tony Hayward, the company’s chief executive officer, and Andy Inglis, his number two, who was in charge of business development.\(^{105}\) The reasons why they were fired were never attributed to their tolerance of long-term, reckless operations, but instead were explained as bad public relations during efforts to contain the spill.\(^{106}\)

---
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DOJ also obtained indictments against BP midlevel managers Robert Kaluza and Donald Vidrine, the well supervisors or “company men” aboard the Deepwater Horizon, for actions that led to the spill, charging them with felony counts for each of the eleven men who died and misdemeanor counts under the Clean Water Act. In December 2015, the manslaughter charges were dropped. Vidrine settled with DOJ, but Kaluza is on his way to trial. No one higher up the chain of responsibility has been indicted. We will never know whether upper-level managers were even investigated, but DOJ's hesitance to enforce the responsible corporate officer (RCO) doctrine is very disappointing.

BP was forced to abandon the dream of becoming the world's largest oil company although it is beginning to return to normal operation presumably with far stricter safety protocols. Even if it manages to avoid another destructive incident, the question is whether the high price of BP's malfeasance is sufficient to deter other giants in the oil industry. BP's competitors have engaged in a blatantly self-serving campaign to persuade the public that BP is a rogue, in an effort to discourage more stringent regulation of the other oil industry players, and that narrative is as comforting as it is illusory.

The Oil Spill Commission firmly rejected the rogue hypothesis:

The immediate causes of the Macondo well blowout can be traced to a series of identifiable mistakes made by BP, Halliburton, and Transocean that reveal such systematic failures in risk management that they place in doubt the safety culture of the entire industry.

Congress did not respond to this finding by passing a new law that would strengthen the regulatory regime that governs such high hazard operations. Nor did it markedly increase the budget of the agency responsible for inspecting such facilities, the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), which is located within the Department of Interior. In

110 John M. Broder, Oil Executives Break Ranks and Criticize BP at Congressional Hearing, N.Y. TIMES, June 16, 2010, at A20 (“The chairmen of four of the world's largest oil companies broke their nearly two-month silence on the major spill in the Gulf of Mexico on Tuesday and publicly blamed BP for mishandling the well that caused the disaster. Seeking to insulate their companies from the continuing crisis in the gulf and the political backlash in Washington, the leaders of Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Shell and ConocoPhillips insisted at a Congressional hearing that they would not have made the mistakes that led to the well explosion and the deaths of 11 rig workers on April 20.”).
111 NAT'L COMM'N ON THE BP DEEPWATER HORIZON OIL SPILL AND OFFSHORE DRILLING, supra note 80, at vii.
fiscal year 2014, BSEE had 818 full-time equivalent (FTE) employees who were responsible for overseeing deepwater exploration and production in the Outer Continental Shelf, which includes the Gulf of Mexico, California, and Alaska, including about 3,000 platforms and rigs.\textsuperscript{112} Offshore wells account for seventeen percent of U.S. crude oil production.\textsuperscript{113}

The failure to dramatically increase oversight of deep well production in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe is made more troubling by the continuous extension of risk. For example, a $3 billion Royal Dutch Shell platform called the Perdido, a Spanish word meaning lost, operates 200 miles offshore in water 8,000 feet deep.\textsuperscript{114} As Edward Chow, a former industry executive who is now a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies told the New York Times: “Our ability to manage risks hasn’t caught up with our ability to explore and produce in deep water. . . . The question now is, how are we going to protect against a blowout as well as all of the other associated risks offshore?”\textsuperscript{115}

IV. VW’S MANIA CAL CHEAT

If BP’s Deepwater Horizon disaster is emblematic of what happens in a high-hazard industry when self-regulation prevails, the emerging VW scandal demonstrates how a company with overweening confidence in its technological prowess and no apparent fear of discovery can pull off what can only be described as a regulatory heist. This hubris had what looks in retrospect like an amazing run: seven years of escaping detection in a system with routine testing and relatively strong enforcement.

A. Eleven Million Cars, Sixty Premature Deaths, Thirty-Five Percent of Share Value, and Counting

VW’s marketing strategy in the United States was to promote the image that it is an iconoclast.\textsuperscript{116} In the land of lumbering SUVs and stodgy minivans,
it sold frisky, little, fuel-efficient, diesel cars named the Rabbit and the Beetle for people who are as proud of their social consciousness as they are thrifty. The image grew via a series of tongue-in-cheek, deliberately humorous advertisements. For example, a television advertisement shown during the 2014 Super Bowl shows a jovial dad and his sulky teenage daughter riding along in their VW just as the odometer changes to 100,000. The father tells the child that this milestone is very significant and asks what she would say if he told her that every time a VW car hits it, a German engineer “gets his wings.” A chirpy, little, polka-like tune starts to play and a series of men in white coats wearing safety glasses and hard hats suddenly sprout very large sets of white, feathered angel’s wings with appropriate parachute-opening sound effects.

Had the brand been less self-consciously righteous, EPA’s public announcement at the end of September 2015 that VW had installed software that turned off “air emission control devices” (AECD) in 500,000 cars driven in America might have inspired somewhat less outrage. Yet given such strong branding, people felt betrayed as well as cheated. In Europe, matters went from bad to worse when the company acknowledged that 10.5 million cars were affected worldwide, most of them on that continent. Six weeks later, another large shoe dropped when the company admitted to underestimating emissions of carbon dioxide (CO₂), a cause of climate change, and overstating fuel economy for 800,000 European vehicles. EPA also announced that it had discovered a second suspect software program on 2016 models, although VW denied that the program violated the law.

The U.S. DOJ immediately launched a criminal investigation. Authorities in thirty states opened their own inquiries and the plaintiffs’ bar filed lawsuits for consumer damages across the country. German
authorities began their own inquiry, while in Paris prosecutors raided the company’s offices and seized computers. VW hired an American law firm, Jones Day, to carry out an internal investigation. Its chief executive officer, Martin Winterkorn, resigned a few days after the first scandal broke, and was replaced by Matthias Müller, who came from Porsche, another VW brand.

VW employs 593,000 workers worldwide, and by some accounts is the backbone of the German economy. The company’s share value fell by thirty-five percent within a few days of the announcement. The diesel scandal may cost the company $7.5 billion and the CO2 and fuel efficiency scandal another $2.2 billion. Its mother country was thrown into something approaching panic, much as Britain had been in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon explosion.

At this early stage, details about which VW executives knew what and when are not yet clear, although the company appeared to be working hard to throw various senior engineers under the proverbial bus to deflect closer scrutiny of its marketing, financial, and sales executives. Without a doubt, skilled software engineers were summoned to the rescue when someone senior at the company discovered in 2008 that the diesel models the company was counting on to take the American market by storm had AECs that would not allow the cars to pass U.S. tests.

“The ‘cheat device’ the engineers designed for diesel cars accomplished the feat of informing onboard emissions control technology when the cars were subjected to an evaluation of its effectiveness at the independent

128 Ewing & Bowley, supra note 123; Jones Day, http://www.jonesday.com/home.aspx (last visited Feb. 13, 2016) (Jones Day is among the world’s largest law firms, with 2,400 lawyers in offices throughout the world.).
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testing facilities that periodically certify compliance." The rest of the time, or, in other words, during every hour of their routine operation, the software turned the AECs off. As it turns out, "[a] vehicle’s onboard computer can operate in two modes, ‘on road’ and ‘dyno,’” with the second triggered only when the emissions are being tested. The chief reason why the defeat device was necessary on VW cars was that the company wanted to keep them light and small, and rejected more sophisticated emissions control systems used in heavier vehicles.

The existence of the cheat device was discovered almost by accident, when researchers at West Virginia University were testing fuel efficiency as cars were driven on-road. The study was commissioned by a tiny environmental group trying to document that European air quality standards were more lax than those in the United States. Two VW cars happened to end up in the initial mix of models subject to the first tests and the researchers were startled to discover that the cars gave off pollution significantly in excess of the stationary testing standard. The researchers took their findings to EPA and the California Air Resources Board (CARB). Pinning down the exact nature and location of the cheat devices took considerably more time, and eventually VW was informed of the problem.

In a sense, the fact that regulators got a tip on the problem from independent researchers was a lucky break that does not reflect well on their ability to prevent such violations. The discovery would be more
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reassuring had the regulators discovered the problem on their own. After all, the cheat device was in effect for seven years before the company admitted it existed, spewing pollution anywhere from ten to forty times national standards.147

Although the media has focused disproportionately on the economic implications of VW's malfeasance, the results of the excess pollution sickened people and even triggered premature deaths.148 The pollutant at stake in the controversy was nitrous oxide (NOx), a precursor gas that combines with volatile organic compounds to produce ozone or, as it is more commonly known, smog.149 Excess ozone is primarily a problem in the nation's major metropolitan areas.150 It is such a serious problem that EPA recently lowered the levels allowed in the ambient air significantly.151

The adverse health effects caused by excessive smog are devastating, especially to the very young, the elderly, or anyone else with compromised respiratory systems.152 A study conducted in 2013 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Laboratory for Aviation and the Environment found that 200,000 early deaths are caused by ground-level pollution, with emissions from road transportation the most significant cause.153 The study further found that vehicle exhaust was a factor in 53,000 deaths.

In October 2015, a study by scientists at MIT and Harvard University concluded that VW's cheat device, which resulted in pollution ten to forty times higher than applicable EPA standards, could result in as many as fifty-nine deaths in the United States and impose “social costs” (e.g., illness, days off work and school) up to $450 million.154

148 See Matthew Freeman, The Media Is Missing the Most Important Part of the VW Scandal, http://www.progressivereform.org/CPRBlog.cfm?idBlog=02473AAB-E967-042C-660887E1195B225 (last visited Feb. 13, 2016) (stating that hundreds have died as a result of VW's willingness to pollute the air and then lie about it).
154 Id.
B. An Eerie Reprise of the Deepwater Horizon

Although VW’s scheme did not result in a fireball that killed eleven and soaked one of the world’s most fragile ecosystems in oil, the central causes of that quieter fiasco bear a disconcerting resemblance to the arrogance that led to BP’s fall. Figure 1, below, compares those characteristics.156 The chart confirms the conclusion of the previous Section: management problems and lack of oversight by government regulators played the central role in the crises now confronting each company. Both companies were headed by larger-than-life CEOs, who were driving to become the largest company in their industrial sector, exhibiting the kind of pride that often comes before a fall.157

On November 9, 2015, the international rating service Fitch-Ratings (Fitch) downgraded VW’s Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR) to BBB+ from A.158 “The downgrade reflects the corporate governance, management and internal control issues highlighted by the ongoing emissions test crisis related to up to 11 million diesel-powered vehicles,” Fitch declared in its press release.159 It added that the company’s corporate governance was “weaker than that of its main peers” because it had a “blocking minority” of only twenty percent [on its supervisory board] with respect to “voting resolutions,” as well as “potential conflicts of interest on the part of some board members, and lack of independence and diversity at the supervisory board level.”160 Fitch added that VW had been slow to make changes regarding its two boards: one labeled as “management” and a second, with superior status, labeled “supervisory.”161 Although it commended VW’s voluntary disclosure that it had underestimated CO₂ emissions, it said that this problem suggested that further bad news was likely to emerge, comprising “reputational damage” to the company that could undermine its “funding ability.”162 The overall outlook for potential investors was negative.163

VW is controlled by four stakeholders: 1) senior management; 2) private investors; 3) representatives of its very powerful union, IG Metall; and 4) the governments of Lower Saxony and Qatar, which, along with original investors from the families that helped found the company, hold a large portion of its shares.164 The company’s executive ranks have been dominated
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by the descendents of the families that helped build the company, some going back to its creation by Adolf Hitler in 1936. The British subsequently reorganized the company, and it played a crucial role in Germany’s postwar Wirtschaftswunder (economic miracle). Exacerbating these incestuous relationships, the company is supervised by two boards of directors, one that advises management and one that is supposed to be a watchdog for the company as a whole. The vast majority of the members of these boards are insiders who have close ties to existing interest groups, their ability to change the course of the company is weak, and this structure clearly bothered Fitch evaluators.

The other source of VW’s managerial weakness, critics charge, is its close ties to organized labor, which mean that job losses have been “taboo.” The result has been that VW is bloated (with 593,000 workers) compared to its strongest rival, Toyota (with just 344,000); both companies make roughly the same number of cars and until the scandal emerged, VW had inched Toyota out of the top spot as largest automaker in the world.

“People are starting to question the whole VW system again . . . VW is among the most complicated and questionably governed companies,” Hans Hirt, a director at Hermes Equity Ownership Services, told the Financial Times. “In other cases, you have strong families. But here you also have state ownership and powerful employees. It is a very special mix.” Hermes is an activist investor based in Britain.

When the defeat device scandal emerged, VW’s top executives took quick defensive action: they blamed the company’s engineers. Michael Horn, head of the VW Group of America, told Congress that “a couple of software engineers” had invented the cheat device. “To my understanding this was not a corporate decision,” he added. “This was something individuals did.” Until the investigations are finished, this version of reality is difficult to dispute, although it is both self-serving and implausible. At a company the size of VW, with the usual second-guessing at the mid-management level, could two isolated technocrats decide to take such a huge risk—engineering a piece of software that deliberately violates American and European law?
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The suspicion that the conspiracy extended further is confirmed by an excellent piece of reporting in the *Wall Street Journal.* VW’s determination to push “clean diesel” began a decade ago, under then-CEO Bernd Pischetsrieder, who lured executive Wolfgang Bernhard from rival company Daimler AG and made him the head of the VW brand.\(^{177}\) Bernhard was also in charge of designing a new diesel engine, dubbed EA-189.\(^{178}\) He decided to license a superior emissions control system from his old company.\(^{179}\) Called “BlueTec,” the system used urea to scrub emissions and was relatively large and heavy compared to VW’s homegrown system.\(^{180}\) Its further disadvantage was that the consumer had to refill the urea tank periodically.\(^{181}\) As the engine design progressed, a corporate putsch resulted in the expulsion of Pischetsrieder, and Bernhard left soon after.\(^{182}\) The BlueTec license was cancelled, and VW reverted to its own, less effective system.\(^{183}\) Several people were involved in that decision, and it is difficult to imagine that when the VW pollution control equipment failed to satisfy the American standard for NO\(_x\), its replacement by computer software was undertaken by a couple of engineers in a stealth mission.

In the end, VW could be charged with any one of a number of crimes, including wire fraud (for selling cars that did not remotely justify the claims in its many advertisements) and making false statements to the government officials. Ironically, the one criminal charge the company and its executives are likely to escape is violating the Clean Air Act’s requirement that all cars used in the United States have operational and effective AEDCs approved by the government.\(^{184}\) John Dingell—the longest-serving member of the House of Representatives and a staunch ally of the auto industry—made sure automakers were exempt, arguing, disingenuously, that civil penalties are “easier, speedier, quicker.”\(^{185}\) Fortunately, Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.), who is still in Congress and is a former attorney general of the state of Connecticut with an excellent record of prosecuting cases to protect consumers and the environment, has stated that “[t]he loophole should be closed.”\(^{186}\)
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V. CONCLUSION

Legal historian Lawrence Friedman identifies three goals of the criminal law: deterrence, punishment, and the setting of “moral boundaries” to show a society “where the line lies between good and bad.” The third goal is too often overlooked. Its application to renegade companies and their well-compensated executives has become extraordinarily important to the quality of life in the developed and developing worlds.

But white collar criminal prosecutions are not only important because of the immediate effects they can achieve in correcting behavior that harms public health, worker and consumer safety, and the environment. They are also vital to combat the more insidious reality that American justice is no longer blind.

The nation’s 5,000 prisons held about 2.2 million inmates and an additional 4.7 million people were on probation or parole in 2013. Per capita, the United States imprisons 716 out of 100,000 people, more than any other nation, including Russia and China. African American men are six times more likely to be incarcerated than white men. Despite constituting only thirteen percent of the U.S. population, forty percent of the prison population is African American. Latinos represent sixteen percent of the overall population but nineteen percent of the prison population. Whites are sixty-four percent of the overall population but only thirty-nine percent of those incarcerated.

Some might imagine that escalating violent crime rates justify a myopic focus on street crime. But the factor that has played the largest role in the rapid growth of prisons and prison populations is the relentless pursuit of minor drug offenses. Over the decade beginning in 2001, eight million people were arrested for marijuana; simple possession charges accounted for eighty-eight percent of this total, and marijuana was the target of fifty-two
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percent of all drug arrests.\textsuperscript{194} African Americans were 3.73 times more likely to be arrested than whites.\textsuperscript{195}

At the same time, no individual was prosecuted for contributing to the 2008 recession even as the phenomenon of what has come to be known as “mass incarceration” continues to spiral.\textsuperscript{196} The corrosive notion that some financial institutions are “too big to fail”\textsuperscript{197} quickly morphed into the idea that corporations in general may be “too big to jail,”\textsuperscript{198} further discrediting the system. Despite the spike in prosecutions for egregious health and safety violations I listed at the outset of this Essay, the most common outcome remains payment by corporations of huge fines, dwarfed only by their net revenues.

The clear message of this divided system is that scales of justice, a cornerstone of American democracy, have all but abandoned any effort to treat rich and poor, white or people of color, the same. As important as clean air and water are to all of us, we risk the values that make them possible if these profound inequities are not addressed.


\textsuperscript{195} Id. at 17.
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Figure 1: The Parallel Odysseys of BP and VW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Factors</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>VW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recidivism:</strong> Both companies had scoffed at the law before, without meaningful legal repercussions, and executives seemed to have developed a mindset that whatever civil consequences regulators dished out, executives could manage as a cost of doing business.</td>
<td>Texas City refinery disaster that killed fifteen; spill on the North Slope of Alaska. In the case of the Texas City refinery, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulators agreed to a settlement that required the company to fix all outstanding problems, but when OSHA returned four years later, they discovered that these requirements were ignored. They issued a second consent order imposing $50.6 million in penalties.</td>
<td>Cheat devices are well-known in the auto industry. Ironically, in 1973, just three years after EPA was created, regulators discovered that VW had installed cheat devices on its cars and EPA imposed a civil penalty of $120,000. From 1991–1995, GM used a cheat device to defeat controls on carbon monoxide; in 1998, Ford installed such devices on its Econoline vans; in 1998, diesel truck owners and operators paid $1 billion in civil penalties for installing cheat devices to defeat pollution control systems so that long-haul truckers could complete long journeys faster.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Driving to Become Number One: Both companies were led by strong, autocratic leaders—BP CEO Lord John Browne and VW CEO Martin Winterkorn. They brooked no opposition in their relentless drive to become the world’s largest oil company or automaker. Ultimately they were successful, but success was short-lived. Both men’s strategies involved rampant cost-cutting.

Under the leadership of Browne, BP acquired competitors (Amoco and Atlantic Richfield), was quite aggressive in the drive to lease property where oil might be discovered, and as a result amassed significant debt. To improve the appearance of the company’s balance sheets, top executive team engaged in relentless cost-cutting and deferred maintenance. The pressure to cut costs was a major factor in the Macondo Well blowout because temporary abandonment of the well was weeks overdue and BP was leasing the Deepwater Horizon rig for $1 million/day.

VW CEO Winterkorn was determined to penetrate the American market for diesel cars. The company had two problems: consumers had little experience with diesels and American pollution laws were significantly more stringent than those in Europe. Having decided to reject a more expensive and bulkier pollution control device, VW engineers were under tremendous pressure to develop the cheat in 2007, right before the American diesels rolled off the line.


Gribben, supra note 74 (describing a memo from Tony Hayward to BP management that finds the leadership “doesn’t listen hard enough to what the bottom of the organisation is saying”); Volkswagen Executives Describe Authoritarian Culture Under Former CEO, GUARDIAN, Oct. 10, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/oct/10/volkswagen-executives-martin-winterkorn-company-culture (last visited Feb. 13, 2016) (noting that five former executives from VW confirmed Winterkorn’s management style “fostered a climate of fear, an authoritarianism that went unchecked partly due to a company structure unique in the German motor industry”).

Id. at 107, 108 (noting that “[i]ndependent reports emphasized the impact of relentless cost-cutting directives,” and previous accidents are “attributable to a culture that allowed crucial components of the physical plant to ‘run to failure’.”).

See supra text accompanying note 179.

Boston, supra note 135 (describing American consumers as skeptical of diesel technology and American efforts to tighten emissions standards for diesel engines).

Ewing, supra note 135 (explaining that rather than stopping production of its diesel engines and throwing out years of work and investment, VW devised a cheat in 2008 as it began a push to market clean diesel technology).
Causal Factors | BP | VW
---|---|---
**Brutal internal culture:** Even the most acute crisis did not deflect the drive to become number one.

When a new site director, Don Parus, arrived at the Texas City refinery, he concluded that the facility had $235 million in deferred repairs that were causing many accidents and even resulting in unnecessary worker deaths. Parus even took the drastic step of presenting a PowerPoint containing photographs of workers killed in plant accidents to John Manzoni, the BP Chief Executive for refining, and Michael Hoffman, group vice president for U.S. refining.\(^\text{211}\) Manzoni and Hoffman did not yield. A few months later, an explosion at the refinery killed 15 people.\(^\text{212}\)

VW has been enmeshed in various scandals and internal power struggles. Winterkorn, who took over as CEO in 2007, fought successfully to marginalize opponents and kept an iron grip on the internal operations of the company.\(^\text{213}\) VW engineers developed a diesel engine they claimed would meet American standards, along the way rejecting a more expensive pollution control technology that would have made better reductions.\(^\text{214}\) When they discovered in 2007 that the engine would not meet American standards, the engineers invented the cheat device software.\(^\text{215}\)


\(^{212}\) Frontline, *supra* note 211.


\(^{215}\) *Id.*
Criminal Law Can Help the Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Factors</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>VW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Relations Implications: BP stock part of the portfolio of many pension funds in England.</td>
<td>British government lobbied White House successfully to drop debarment of BP from federal government contracts in wake of Deepwater Horizon disaster.</td>
<td>VW executives already warning that cheat device scandal is an “existence-threatening crisis for company.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalcitrance during Crisis: Neither company cooperated with regulators after the crises erupted until they were forced to get in line.</td>
<td>BP fudged and withheld how much oil was gushing out of the blown out pipe for many weeks. One manager was prosecuted for lying to the government about these figures.</td>
<td>VW stalled EPA for one year, refusing to admit it had installed a cheat device and insisting that EPA and independent emissions testing was wrong.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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